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Valentine Dragon 
Pattern Designed by Deanna Albon – Hey Can You Crochet Me A 
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Abbreviations                                                                                                    

 

sc = single crochet 

dc = double crochet 
hdc = half double crochet 

hdc dec = (hdc next 2 stitches together) 

trbl = treble crochet 

inc = increase (sc 2 times in the next stitch)  

dec = decrease (sc next 2 stitches together) 

dc inc = (dc 2 times in the next stitch) 

dc dec = (dc next 2 stitches together) 

sl st = slip stitch 

ch = chain 

BLO = back loop only 

FLO = front loop only 

st = stitch 

lpst = loop stitch Loop Stitch Tutorial 

4 double crochet cluster stitch = 4dc cl st 

 

 

 

Supplies 
 

• Worsted Weight yarn [4]  

• Red Heart Comfort Yarn – light pink (head/body, arms, legs, tail, ears, nostrils, belly patch) dark pink 

(heart patch, horns, bow band, spikes) white (eyes) black (pupil, eye lashes) 

• Red Heart Super Saver – cherry red (heart bow, wings, tail tip, belly patch, mouth) blue (iris) 

• Crochet hook size H (5mm)   
• Yarn needle 

• Stitch markers 

• Fiberfill or stuffing of choice  

 

 

 

 

 

*Please read through the pattern carefully before beginning* 
 

*Finished doll is about 14 inches tall if using worsted weight yarn* 

 

**Gauge is not important in this pattern, but it will impact the size of eyes you choose.* 

 

 

 

 

4 Double Crochet Cluster 

Stitch 

1: * Yarn over, insert hook in 

next stitch, yarn over, draw 

yarn through the stitch, yarn 

over, draw through 2 loops on 

hook *, repeat from * to * 3 

more times. 

2: Yarn over, draw yarn 

through 5 loops on hook. 

 

http://madebymary.biz/2017/03/28/loop-stitch-tutorial/
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Head and Body  
With - light pink 

1.  6sc in magic ring (6) 

2.  inc 6 times (12)        

3.  (sc1,1 inc)*6 times (18) 

4.  (sc2,1 inc)*6 times (24) 

5.  (sc3, 1 inc)*6 times (30) 

6.  (sc4, 1 inc)*6 times (36) 

7.  (sc5, 1 inc)*6 times (42) 

8.  (sc6, 1 inc)*6 times (48) 

9-17.  Sc48 around (48) 

18. (Sc7, inc)*6 times (54) 

19-25.  Sc54 around (54) 

26.  (Sc7, 1 dec)*6 times (48) 

27.  Sc48 around (48) 

28. (sc6, 1 dec)*6 times (42) 

29. (sc5, 1 dec)*6 times (36) 

30.  (Sc4, 1 dec)*6 times (30) 

Begin stuffing, stuff neck area firmly 

31.  (sc3, 1 dec)*6 times (24) 

32.  (sc2, 1 dec)*6 times (18) 

33.  Sc18 around (18) 

34.  (Sc2, 1 inc)*6 times (24) 

35.  (sc3, 1 inc)*6 times (30) 

36.  (sc4, 1 inc)*6 times (36) 

37.  (sc5, 1 inc)*6 times (42) 

38-42.  Sc42 around (42) 

43.  (Sc6, 1 inc)*6 times (48) 

44.  (sc7, 1 inc)*6 times (54) 

45-47.  sc54 around (54) 

48.  Sc15, (sc1, 1 inc)*12 times, sc15  (66) 

Mark the increase area with yarn, this will be the front of the body. 

49-58. sc66 around (66) 

59.  (Sc9, 1 dec)*6 times (60) 

60. (sc8, 1 dec)*6 times (54)  

61. (sc7, 1 dec)*6 times (48) 

62. (sc6, 1 dec)*6 times (42) 

63. (sc5, 1 dec)*6 times (36) 

Start stuffing the body 

64.  (sc4, 1 dec)*6 times (30) 

65.  (sc3, 1 dec)*6 times (24) 
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66.  (sc2, 1 dec)*6 times (18) 

67.  (Sc1, 1 dec)*6 times (12) 

68.  Dec 6 times (6) 

Finish stuffing and fasten off leaving a 6 inch tail to sew hole closed. 

 

Muzzle 

With - light pink 

1.  6sc in magic ring (6) 

2.  inc 6 times (12)        

3.  (sc1,1 inc)*6 times (18) 

4.  (sc2,1 inc)*6 times (24) 

5.  (sc3, 1 inc)*6 times (30) 

6.  (sc4, 1 inc)*6 times (36) 

7.  Sc7, inc 3 times, sc15, inc 3 times, sc8 (42) 

8.  Sc9, inc 3 times, sc18, inc 3 times, sc9 (48) 

9-11.  Sc48 around (48) 

12.  (Sc6, 1 dec)*6 times (42) 

13.  Sc42 around (42) 

14.  (Sc5, 1 dec)*6 times (36) 

15.  Sc36 around (36)  

16.  (Sc4, 1 dec)*6 times (30) 

17.  (Sc3, 1 dec)*6 times (24) 

Fasten off leaving an 18 inch tail for sewing. Stuff. Sew 

muzzle between rounds 19-27 of head.With red whip st a 

mouth. 

 

Nostrils 

With - light pink (make 2) 

1.  6sc in magic ring (6) 

2.  inc 6 times (12)        

3-4.  Sc12 around (12) 

Fasten off leaving a 6 inch tail for sewing. Flatten nostrils 

but bend them into a curve. Sew onto muzzle. Use pics as 

a guide for placement. 

 

Eyes 
With - white (make 2) 

1. 8sc in magic ring (8) 

2. 3sc in first st, sc3, 3sc in next st, sc3 (12) 

3. (sc1, 1 inc)*6 times (18) 

Fasten off leaving a 12 inch tail for sewing. 
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Iris 
With - blue (make 2) 

1. 6sc in magic ring (6) 

2. 3sc in first st, sc3, 3sc in next st, sc1 (10) 

Fasten off leaving a 6 inch tail for sewing. Sew on top of 

white part of eye. 

 

Pupil 
With - black (make 2) 

1. 6sc in magic ring (6) 

Fasten off leaving a 6 inch tail for sewing. With white, 

whip stitch a glint on top of the pupil. Sew on top of iris. 

Sew completed eye patches between rounds 10-18 of 

head. Use pics as a guide for placement. With black, whip 

stitch eye lashes above eyes.  

 

Ears 
With – light pink (make 2) 

1.  6sc in magic ring (6) 

2.  (Sc1, 1 inc)*3 times (9) 

3.  (Sc2, 1 inc)*3 times (12) 

4.  Sc12 around (12) 

5.  (Sc1, 1 inc)*6 times (18) 

6.  Sc18 around (18) 

7.  (Sc8, 1 inc)*2 times (20) 

8-10.  Sc20 around (20) 

11.  (Sc8, 1 dec)*2 times (18) 

12.  (Sc1, 1 dec)*6 times  (12) 

13.  Sc12 around (12) 

Fasten off leaving a 12 inch tail for sewing. Flatten and 

sew between rounds 9-14 of head.   

 

Horns 

With – darker pink (make 2) 

1.  6sc in magic ring (6) 

2.  Sc6 around (6) 

3.  (Sc1, 1 inc)*3 times (9) 

4.  Sc9 around (9) 

5.  Dec, sc1, inc 3 times, sc1, dec (10) 

6-9.  Sc10 around (10) 

10.  (Sc3, 1 dec)*2 times (8) 

Fasten off leaving a 12 inch tail for sewing. Stuff. Sew on 

top of head beside ears.           
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Heart Bow  
With – red 

Make 2 pieces from rounds 1-4, fasten off first piece after 

round 4. Do not fasten off second piece.  

1.  6sc in magic ring (6) 

2.  (sc inc)*6 times (12) 

3.  (sc3,1 inc)*3 times (15) 

4.  Sc15 around (15) 

Fasten off first piece after round 4 leaving a 6 inch tail to sew 

gaps in between. Do not fasten off second piece. 

 

Continue to form heart, joining first piece to second piece 

5.  Pick up first piece and join with 1sc, sc14 more around, 

sc15 around second piece (30)  

6.  (Sc3, 1 dec)*6 times (24) 

7.  (sc2, 1 dec)*6 times (18) 

8.  (Sc1, 1 dec)*6 times (12) 

9.  (Sc2, 1 dec)*3 times (9) 

Begin stuffing 

10-13.  Sc9 around (9) 

Fasten off leaving a 12 inch tail for sewing. Finish stuffing. 

Repeat rounds 1-10 to make other end of 

bow. Fasten off and weave in yarn tails. 

Stuff. Sew round 10 to round 13 to complete 

the bow.  

 

Bow Band 
With – dark pink 

1.  Ch15, starting in second ch from hook, hdc14, ch1 turn (14) 

2-3.  Hdc14 across, ch1 turn (14) 

Fasten off leaving a 12 inch tail for sewing. Wrap band around 

middle of heart bow and sew both ends together. Use remaining tail from band to sew on top of head between 

horns. Use pic as a guide for placement. 

 

Hands and Arms (make 2)  
Note: Hands and arms are worked from fingers up. Create 2 fingers and 1 thumb before 

starting the third finger. You will be joining the other two fingers after round 5 of the 3rd 

finger. Use the remaining tails on fingers and thumb to sew the gaps closed between them. 

  
Fingers (make 3 for each hand)                                               Thumb (Make 1 for each hand) 

With - light pink                                                                                 With - light pink 

1. 7sc in magic ring (7)                                                                        1. 7sc in magic ring (7) 

2-5. sc7 around (7)                                                                               2-4. sc7 around (7) 

Fasten off 2 fingers, do not fasten off 3rd finger                              Fasten off thumb. 
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6.  After you complete round 5 of the 3rd finger, pick up second finger and sc4, pick up first finger and sc7, sc3 

on second finger, sc7 on third finger. (21) 

7-8.  sc21 around (21) 

9.  sc7, 1 dec, sc12 (20) 

10.  sc7, join onto thumb with 1sc, sc5 more on thumb leaving 1 stitch unworked, join to hand by skipping the 

first stitch on hand, sc12 (25) 

Stuff fingers and thumb and stuff arm as you go.  

11. sc2, (1 dec, sc3)*4 times, 1 dec, sc1 (20) 

12. sc8, 1 dec, sc7, 1 dec, sc1 (18) 

13. sc3, 1 dec, sc7, 1 dec, sc4 (16) 

14. (sc6, 1 dec)*2 times (14) 

15-18. sc14 around (14) 

19. (sc5, 1 dec)*2 times (12) 

20. (sc4, 1 dec)*2 times (10) 

21. (sc1, 1 inc)*5 times (15) 

22-29.  Sc15 around (15) 

30.  (sc3, 1 dec)*3 times (12) 

31.  dec 6 times (6) 

Fasten off leaving a 12 inch tail for sewing. Use tail to sew hole closed. Sew to side of body.  
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Feet and Legs (make 2)  
Note: Feet and legs are worked from toes up. Create 2 toes and fasten off, do not fasten 

off 3rd toe. You will be joining the other two toes after round 5 of the 3rd toe. Use the 

remaining tails on toes to sew the gaps closed between them. 

 

Toes  
With - light pink (make 3 per foot) 

1.  sc8 in magic ring (8) 

2.  (sc3, 1 inc)*2 times (10) 

3-5.  sc10 around (10) 

Fasten off 2 toes, do not fasten off 3rd toe 

 

6.  sc5 on second toe, sc10 on first toe, sc5 on second toe, sc10 

on third toe. (30) 

7.  sc30 around (30) 

8.  sc10, 1 dec, sc12, 1 dec, sc4, (28) 

9.  sc28 around (28) 

Stuff toes 

10.  sc10, 1 dec, sc12, 1 dec, sc2 (26) 

11.  sc26 around (26) 

12.  sc10, 1 dec, sc10, 1 dec, sc2 (24) 

13-17.  sc24 around (24) 

18. sc15, ch6, skip 6 stitches, sc3 (24) 

Note - the ch6 is supposed to be top center of the foot, you 

may have to adjust this round due to tension differences.  

19.   sc15, sc6 in chains, sc3 (24) 

20.  (sc2, 1 dec)*6 times (18) 

21.  (sc1, 1 dec)*6 times (12) 

22.  dec 6 times (6) 

Fasten off leaving a 6 inch tail to close hole. Stuff foot through 

opening made in round 19.  

 

Leg  
With - light pink  

1.  Join yarn in stitch from round 18 of foot, sc12 around 

opening (12) 

2.  sc12 around (12) 

3.  (sc3, 1 inc)*3 times (15) 

4.  sc15 around (15) 

5.  (sc4, 1 inc)*3 times (18) 

Fasten off leaving a 12 inch tail for sewing. Stuff leg firmly. 

Sew to bottom of body between rounds 58-63.  
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Tail 
With – light pink 

1.  sc6 in magic ring (6) 

2-4  sc6 around (6) 

5.  (sc1, 1 inc)*3 times (9) 

6-8.  sc9 around (9)  

9.  (sc2, 1 inc)*3 times (12)  

10-12.  sc12 around (12) 

13.  (Sc3, 1 inc)*3 times (15) 

14-16.  Sc15 around (15) 

17.  (Sc4, 1 inc)*3 times (18) 

18-20.  Sc18 around (18) 

Begin stuffing and continue to stuff as you go 

21.  (Sc5, 1 inc)*3 times (21) 

22-24.  Sc21 around (21) 

25.  (Sc6, 1 inc)*3 times (24) 

26-28.  sc24 around (24) 

29.  (Sc7, 1 inc)*3 times (27) 

30-32.  Sc27 around (27) 

33.  (Sc8, 1 inc)*3 times (30) 

34-36.  Sc30 around (30) 

37.  (Sc4, 1 inc)*6 times (36) 

38-40.  Sc36 around (36) 

41.  (Sc5, 1 inc)*6 times (42) 

42-43.  Sc42 around (42) 

Fasten off leaving an 18 inch tail for sewing. Stuff. Sew to 

back of body.  

 

Heart Tail Tip 
With – red 

Make 2 pieces from rounds 1-4, fasten off first piece after round 4. Do not fasten off second piece.  

1.  6sc in magic ring (6) 

2.  (sc inc) 6 times (12) 

3-4.  Sc12 around (12) 

Fasten off first piece after round 4 leaving a 6 inch tail to sew gaps in between. Do not fasten off second piece. 

 

Continue to form heart, joining first piece to second piece 

5.  Pick up first piece and join with 1sc, sc11 more around, sc12 around second piece (24)  

6.  (sc2, 1 dec)*6 times (18) 

7.  (Sc1, 1 dec)*6 times (12) 

8-9.  Sc12 around (12) 

Begin stuffing 

10.  Dec 6 times (6) 

Fasten off leaving a 12 inch tail for sewing. Use tail to sew hole closed. Sew to tip of tail. Use pics as a guide 

for placement. 
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Wings (make 2) 
With – red 

Make 2 pieces from rounds 1-6, fasten off first piece after round 6. Do not fasten off second piece.  

1.  6sc in magic ring (6) 

2.  (sc inc) 6 times (12) 

3.  (Sc1, 1 inc)*6 times (18) 

4.  (Sc2, 1 inc)*6 times (24) 

5-6.  Sc24 around (24) 

Fasten off first piece after round 6 leaving a 6 inch tail to sew 

gaps in between. Do not fasten off second piece. 

 

Continue to form heart, joining first piece to second piece 

7.  Pick up first piece and join with 1sc, sc23 more around, 

sc24 around second piece (48)  

8.  Sc48 around (48) 

9.  (Sc6, 1 dec)*6 times (42) 

10.  Sc42 around (42) 

11.  (Sc5, 1 dec)*6 times (36) 

12.  Sc36 around (36) 

13.  (Sc4, 1 dec)*6 times (30) 

14.  Sc30 around (30) 

15.  (Sc3, 1 dec)*6 times (24) 

16.  Sc24 around (24) 

17.  (Sc2, 1 dec)*6 times (18) 

18.  Sc18 around (18) 

19.  (Sc1, 1 dec)*6 times (12) 

20.  Sc12 around (12) 

Fasten off leaving a 12 inch tail for sewing. Flatten wings and 

sew to middle upper back. Use pics as a guide for placement. 

 

Belly Patch 
Starting with – red 

1.  Ch19, starting in second ch from hook, sc18, ch1 turn (18) 

2.  Sc18 across, ch1 turn (18) 

Change to light pink 

3-5.  Sc18 across, ch1 turn (18) 

Change to red 

6-7.  Sc18 across, ch1 turn (18) 

Change to light pink  

8.  Sc18 across, ch1 turn (18) 

9.  Dec 2 times, sc10, dec 2 times, ch1 turn (14) 

10.  Sc14 across, ch1 turn (14) 

Change to red  

11.  Dec, sc10, dec, ch1 turn (12) 

12.  Sc12 across, ch1 turn (12) 

Change to light pink 

13.  Sc12 across, ch1 turn (12) 
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14.  Dec, sc8, dec, ch1 turn (10) 

15.  Sc10 across, ch1 turn (10) 

Change to red 

16.  Dec, sc6, dec, ch1 turn (8) 

17.  Sc8 across, ch1 turn (8) 

Change to light pink 

18.  Dec, sc4, dec, ch1 turn (6) 

19-20.  Sc6 across, ch1 at the end of row 20 but do not 

turn (6) 

21.  Sc evenly around entire belly patch 

Fasten off leaving an 18 inch tail for sewing. Sew onto 

belly.  
 

Heart Patch  
With – dark pink 

Ch4, make all of the following stitches in the first ch, 

3trbl, 3dc, ch1, 3dc, 3trbl, ch3, sl st   (12) 

Fasten off leaving a 12 inch tail for sewing. Sew onto 

belly on top of belly patch.  

 

Spikes  

With – dark pink (make 10) 

1.  sc6 in magic ring (6) 

2.  sc6 around (6) 

3.  (sc1, 1 inc)*3 times (9) 

4.  Sc9 around (9) 

5.  (Sc2, 1 inc)*3 times (12) 

6.  Sc12 around (12) 

Fasten off leaving a 6 inch tail for sewing. Flatten and 

sew spikes starting from top of head to end of tail 

spacing them out evenly. Sew 4 down the head, 1 in 

between the wings and the rest going down the tail.  
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Heart Pillow 
With – red 

Make 2 pieces from rounds 1-6, fasten off first piece after round 6. Do not fasten off second piece.  

1.  6sc in magic ring (6) 

2.  (sc inc) 6 times (12) 

3.  (Sc1, 1 inc)*6 times (18) 

4.  (Sc2, 1 inc)*6 times (24) 

5-6.  Sc24 around (24) 

Fasten off first piece after round 6 leaving a 6 inch tail to sew 

gaps in between. Do not fasten off second piece. 

 

Continue to form heart, joining first piece to second piece 

7.  Pick up first piece and join with 1sc, sc23 more around, 

sc24 around second piece (48)  

8.  Sc48 around (48) 

9.  (Sc6, 1 dec)*6 times (42) 

10.  Sc42 around (42) 

11.  (Sc5, 1 dec)*6 times (36) 

12.  Sc36 around (36) 

13.  (Sc4, 1 dec)*6 times (30) 

14.  Sc30 around (30) 

Begin stuffing 

15.  (Sc3, 1 dec)*6 times (24) 

16.  Sc24 around (24) 

17.  (Sc2, 1 dec)*6 times (18) 

18.  Sc18 around (18) 

19.  (Sc1, 1 dec)*6 times (12) 

20.  Sc12 around (12) 

21.  dec 6 times (6) 

Fasten off leaving a 6 inch tail to sew hole closed. I added foam letters to the front of the pillow but you can 

leave it plain or embroider words on it. 
 
 
Congratulations!  
Your doll is now complete. Please note that your doll now contains small parts and may be a 

potential choking hazard.  I would love to see your work! Please share your completed projects 

of my pattern on my Facebook page.  https://www.facebook.com/heycanyoucrochetmea/ 

 

Copyright Info 
This pattern is intended for personal use only. Do not use for commercial purposes. Any 

distribution, copying, forwarding, selling and modifying of the pattern is prohibited. If you have 

any questions I would be happy to help, please contact me by e-mail deealbon@gmail.com 

 

 

mailto:deealbon@gmail.com
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